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We prove a version of the Schwarz]Pick Lemma in its hyperbolic distance form,
in which the images of two points}and the derivative at one of these}are known.
We use the result to obtain a sharper description of the well-known Julia’s Lemma.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
On the open unit disk D ; C, the hyperbolic distance r is given by
< <1 1 q f zŽ .w
r z , w s log ,Ž .
< <2 1 y f zŽ .w
t y lŽ . Ž .where for t g D, f g Aut D interchanges 0 and t : f l s . Thet t 1 y tl
Ž .Schwarz]Pick Lemma SP says that any analytic f : D “ D is nonincreas-
ing under r, viz,
r f z , f w F r z , w ;z , w g D .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
In this note we prove a strengthened version}Theorem 1 below}in
which the derivative is also known at a point in D, which may or may not
be z or w. We then use Theorem 1 to obtain a strengthened version
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< Ž Ž .. < < Ž . <SP gives f f z F f z , and a little manipulation shows that thisf Žw . w
Ž .places f z in the closed disk with center
< < 2f w 1 y f zŽ . Ž .Ž .w
c s 2 2< < < <1 y f w f zŽ . Ž .w
and radius
< < < < 2f z 1 y f wŽ . Ž .Ž .w
r s .2 2< < < <1 y f w f zŽ . Ž .w
Thus
< < < <f w q f zŽ . Ž .w
< < < <f z F c q r s .Ž .
< < < <1 q f w f zŽ . Ž .w
We will use the following easily verified facts:
< <t q f zŽ .wy1 < <tanh f zŽ .w < <1 q t f zŽ .w
< <1 2 f zŽ .ws r z , w q log 1 y 1 y t ,Ž . Ž . 22 < <1 q f zŽ .Ž .w
< <t q f zŽ .w
and
< <1 q t f zŽ .w
Ž .is an increasing function of t 0 F t F 1 .
2. RESULTS
Let f : D “ D be analytic and set
f f l f f lŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .f Žw . f Žt .
g l s , h l s .Ž . Ž .
f l f lŽ . Ž .w t
SP guarantees that g, h: D “ D. We have then
< < < <g t q f zŽ . Ž .t
< <g z F .Ž .
< < < <1 q g t f zŽ . Ž .t
Now
< < < <h t q f wŽ . Ž .t
< < < <g t s h w F [ M ,Ž . Ž .
< < < <1 q h t f wŽ . Ž .t
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and so
< <M q f zŽ .t
< < < <f f z F f z .Ž . Ž .Ž .f Žw . w < <1 q M f zŽ .t
Applying the function tanhy1 , and observing that
< < < < 2f 9 t 1 y tŽ . Ž .
< <h t s [ a ,Ž . 2< <1 y f tŽ .
we obtain the following.
THEOREM 1. Let f : D “ D be analytic and let t g D. Then
r f z , f wŽ . Ž .Ž .
< <1 2 f wŽ .zF r z , w q log 1 y 1 y A ;z , w g D ,Ž . Ž . 22 < <1 q f wŽ .Ž .z
where
< <¡ a q f wŽ .t
< <1 q a f wŽ .t
if r z , t F r z , w ,Ž . Ž .
< <a q f zŽ .t
~ < <1 q a f zŽ .A s t
if r t , w F r z , w , andŽ . Ž .
2< < < <f z y a u q 1 q 2u a f z y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
2< < < <2u f z y a q a f z y 1 u q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w¢ < < < <otherwise u [ max f z , f w .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
Ž 2 . Ž < Ž . <.In the third case, A s f y2uru q 1 , where a s f f z , and soa a w
in all three cases, 0 F A F 1. Thus Theorem 1 strengthens SP.
With some manipulations, the right hand side above can also be written
1 w Ž . Ž .xas log cosh 2 r z, w q A sinh 2 r z, w . Now setting t s w in the first2
Žw x.case, or t s z in the second, we obtain the following 2 .
COROLLARY 1. Let f : D “ D be analytic. Then
r f z , f wŽ . Ž .Ž .
2< < < <1 f 9 w 1 y wŽ . Ž .
F log cosh 2 r z , w q sinh 2 r z , wŽ . Ž .22 < <1 y f wŽ .
;z , wgD .
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Ž . ŽThis result is also implied by a sharper lemma due to Rogosinski e.g.,
w x.3 .
3. A STRENGTHENED JULIA’S LEMMA
Ž .The corollary is well suited for proving that if f not an automorphism
has a fixed point z g D, then the iterates of f converge to z uniformly0 0
on any closed hyperbolic disk centered at z }and hence locally uniformly0
Ž w x.on D see 2 . Here we show that Theorem 1 engenders a sharper
description of Julia’s Lemma}which always holds at some point of ›D
when f has no fixed point in D, and may hold otherwise as well. We refer
w xthe interested reader to 1 for a general reference for what follows.
DEFINITION. The horodisk of size R ) 0 at x g ›D is given by
1
H x , R s z g D : lim r z , w y r 0, w - log R .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 52w“x
x RŽ .H x, R is an open disk with center and radius ; it is tangent to1 q R 1 q R
Ž .  4›D at x. We denote by › H x, R its boundary without x , and we write
H s H j › H.
JULIA’S LEMMA. Suppose that f : D “ D is analytic and that for some
< <1 y f lŽ .
x g ›D we ha¤e lim inf s b - ‘. Then there is y g ›D suchl“ x < <1 y l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. Ž . .that z g › H x, R « f z g H y, bR . And so f H x, R : H y, bR .
Let z, w g D. Theorem 1 gives
r f z , f w y r 0, f wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
< <1 2 f wŽ .zF r z , w y r 0, f w q log 1 y 1 y AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 22 < <1 q f wŽ .Ž .z
< < < <1 1 q w 1 y f wŽ .
s r z , w y r 0, w q logŽ . Ž .
< < < <2 1 y w 1 q f wŽ .
< <1 2 f wŽ .zq log 1 y 1 y A .Ž . 22 < <1 q f wŽ .Ž .z
The fourth term on the right hand side above tends to 0 as w “ ›D}unless
Ž . Ž .we have r t , w F r z, w , so that A is given by case two of Theorem 1. If
1Ž . Ž . Ž .we suppose also that r z, w y r 0, w s log R, i.e., that z g › H x, R ,2
then we obtain the following strengthened version of Julia’s Lemma.
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that f : D “ D is analytic and that for some x g ›D
< <1 y f lŽ .
we ha¤e lim inf s b - ‘. Then there is y g ›D such that z gl“ x < <1 y l
Ž . Ž .› H x, R , t g H x, R
1 q A
« f z g H y , bR ,Ž . ž /2
< < < < < < 2a q f z f 9 t 1 y tŽ . Ž . Ž .t
where A s , a s .2< <1 q a f z < <Ž . 1 y f tŽ .t
If f is an automorphism, then a s 1 for any t g D, so that A s 1 also.
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..It is easily seen in this case that f H x, R s H y, bR . If f H x, R s
Ž .H y, bR , then A s 1, and taking t s z we get
< < < < 2f 9 z 1 y zŽ . Ž .
A s a s s 1,2< <1 y f zŽ .
so f must be an automorphism. Proving this from Julia’s Lemma directly is
much more involved.
Ž .If f has no fixed point in D, then Wolff’s Lemma there is x g ›D and
Ž Ž .. Ž .b F 1 such that f H x, R : H x, bR ;R ) 0. In this case
Ž .Denjoy]Wolff Theorem the iterates of f converge locally uniformly to x
} as one may expect if b - 1. Theorem 2 makes this plausible even if
Žb s 1. f being an automorphism with b s 1 is easily dispensed with
.separately.
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